
Thank you notes from Portland Potager 2023 participants. 

Beverly and Barbara,
 
I can’t thank you enough for just an amazing time.  It was great seeing some old friends 
and making new friends.  I am sure that I speak for the entire group when I say that 
each and every stop was incredibly memorable.  I learned a great deal and have picked 
up some ideas that I will certainly be bringing back to our organization.
 
Thank you so much and I look forward to seeing you again soon,
 
David
David Morgan
Vic President Food & Beverage
Sonesta Hotels

Beverly, Barbara,
 
Thank you so much for all the planning and efforts you put into this wonderful journey, 
lots of us will remember these unique and inspiring places we visited and experienced.
Thank you, Jay, and team Carlyle, for giving me the opportunity to be a part of this.
I hope to see you soon at the Carlyle 
 
Sylvain Delpique | Director of Culinary Operations

Beverly and Barbara,

Thank you so much for your hospitality. The trip was great as was the company. Thank 
you for showing me Portland and the tremendous work that it took to put together. I did 
go to Sammich PDX and tried Melissa’s pastrami sandwich, delicious and a quick stop 
to Toki for Peter’s wings. Hope that you have an uneventful return trip and thank you 
again!

David
David Zuckerman
Senior Executive Chef
Mazzone Hospitality/743 kitchen
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FLAVOR FORAYS 

Beverly and Barbara,

Your culinary events are some of the best in the business and always provide us with  
invaluable takeaways.  You are without question helping us to become better and  
stronger at our jobs…thus helping to make this industry of ours the best that it’s ever 
been.

Robert Okura
Vice President of Culinary Development/Corporate Executive Chef
The Cheesecake Factory, Inc.

Barbara and Beverly

Thank you, again, so so much for having me. It was truly a wonderful experience and I 
enjoyed every moment of it.
 
Hope to experience more with you all!
 
Best wishes,
 
Niki Henson
Chef de Cuisine, Culinary Research and Development
The Cheesecake Factory, Inc.

Barbara and Beverly

The Trip was amazing. Thank you for having me.

Pete Ghione
Director of Culinary Innovation and Training
Canyon Ranch Las Vegas

Barbara, Beverly

I cannot thank you all enough, so awesome and so appreciative.
You all are the best And my new faves.

Don Falgoust
Spot On Principal


